THE RETREAT OF BRITAIN
June  1$
(After the abandonment of sanctions.)
The Daily Mail has from the first maintained that the sanctions
policy was stupid and disastrous.
We welcome Mr. Eden's statement that, after the experiences
of the past year, the government intends to maintain in the Medi-
terranean a defensive position stronger than in the past. When
sanctions are buried the League of Nations will disappear in odium
and obloquy- And will anyone be one farthing the worse ?
June 24, 1936.
During the debate on the abandonment of sanctions Sir John
Simon said: "With grave dangers surrounding us nearer home, I
am not prepared to see a single ship sunk, even in a successful naval
battle, in the cause of Abyssinia.'
That in a nutshell is the case against any more dangerous
meddling in a dispute which has never concerned this country.
There can be no convincing reply to it.
That the Morning Post was taking an identical line,
is shown by the following comments:
July 8, 7955.
The British Government in particular would only break its
fingers were it to attempt to thrust them any further between the
Italian bark and the Abyssinian tree. . , .
As for the League of Nations the) are its worst friends who desire
it to intervene in a quarrel which it cannot compose. . . . We
should hardly think it necessary to argue the case against 'sanctions*
were it not that certain foolish people are soil hinting at their
application. . . . Sanctions and disarmament arc bats which lodge
in the same belfry.
September 27, 7935
Let us in particular remember that there is no fundamental cause
of quarrel with Italy, and that if the League of Nations had not
existed, or if Ethiopia had not become a member of that not very
exclusive dub, this matter would not now be sharply dividing us.
October 5, 1955.
Normally speaking the European should welcome the spread
over Africa of his higher civilisation. . . - What complicates the
situation are the engagements entered into under the Covenant of
the League of Nations, to which Ethiopia was rashly admitted. We
have always seen grave dangers m an attempt to substitute juridical
obligations for that national interest which should guide national
policy. In this case it threatens a clash between these obligations
to the League and our national interest in the friendship of Italy
and the peace of Europe, Great Britain rightly desires to uphold
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